WatchGuard Technologies First To Deliver True
Integration of Wired and Wireless Network Security.
Fireware® 11.9 allows users to deploy, configure and manage wireless access points from a WatchGuard UTM or
NGFW threat management appliance without requiring additional hardware

WatchGuard® Technologies, a leader in integrated security platforms, today announced that its Unified Threat Management (UTM) and
Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) appliances are the first to allow users to deploy, configure and manage both wired and wireless network security
through a single appliance in a "single pane of glass" view. This enhanced wireless functionality – made possible by the release of WatchGuard's
Fireware® 11.9 operating system – eliminates the need for additional wireless network management solutions, and gives IT professionals a unified
Web interface for managing and monitoring their entire network in real time.
"Today, wireless is an extension of an organization's wired network. Yet, IT professionals are often forced to use separate tools and complex
solutions when securing and managing those networks," said Dave R. Taylor, vice president of corporate and product strategy at WatchGuard
Technologies. "The latest update to our platform is a significant step forward and an industry first. It will save customers time and money by allowing
them to consolidate management and security around their wired and wireless networks. Set your policies once and they apply to all traffic, wired and
wireless alike."
The enhanced functionality of 11.9 gives IT professionals the ability to quickly map wireless Access Points (APs) and coverage, change both wired
and wireless security policies simultaneously, and to enforce traffic, coverage and security standards across the entire network infrastructure. The
organization can also evaluate traffic and channel conflicts, identify vulnerabilities, manage bandwidth prioritization and even map all wireless activity
on neighboring networks sharing the same frequency. This insures that all traffic and security issues are apparent and can be addressed in real time,
including rogue APs that may mimic others on the network.

Version 11.9 of WatchGuard's Fireware operating system includes other Best-of-Breed services such as: AntiVirus, AntiSpam, Application Control,
Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) and Data Loss Prevention (DLP). Fireware also integrates WatchGuard Dimension™, the company's
award-winning big data visibility tool, through any WatchGuard threat management appliance.
For more details about WatchGuard's wireless network capabilities, click here.
For more information about WatchGuard’s industry leading security appliances, please contact LogicalTech on 1300 858 117 or send us an email to
sales@logicaltech.com.au
LogicalTech confirms that all contact information provided will be treated confidentially and will only be used to contact you regarding this inquiry
only. This media release is submitted on behalf of LogicalTech and WatchGuard Technologies by Cassidy Poon, National Marketing Manager for
LogicalTech.

About WatchGuard Technologies, Inc.
WatchGuard® Technologies, Inc. is a global leader of integrated, multi-function business security solutions that intelligently combine industry
standard hardware, Best-of-Breed security features, and policy-based management tools. WatchGuard provides easy-to-use, but enterprise-powerful
protection to hundreds of thousands of businesses worldwide. WatchGuard products are backed by WatchGuard LiveSecurity® Service, an
innovative support program. WatchGuard is headquartered in Seattle, Wash. with offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin
America. To learn more, visit WatchGuard.com.
For additional information, promotions and updates, follow WatchGuard on Twitter @WatchGuardTech on Facebook, or on the LinkedIn Company
page.
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